J.D. Power and AUTO TEST Reports:
Reliability, Durability and Safety Drive the Purchase Decision among New-Vehicle Owners in
Germany
Porsche Ranks Highest among All Manufacturers in Vehicle Ownership Satisfaction in Germany;
Toyota and Volkswagen Garner Two Model Awards in Their Respective Segments
MUNICH: 29 May 2014 — New-vehicle owners in Germany most frequently cite reliability/durability
(56%), “the deal” (48%) and safety (46%) as having the most influence on their purchase decision,
according to the J.D. Power 2014 Germany Vehicle Ownership Satisfaction StudySM (VOSS) released today in
association with AUTO TEST.
The 2014 Germany VOSS examines owner satisfaction with 1- to 3-year-old vehicles based on evaluations
of four key measures that comprise the overall ownership experience (in order of importance): vehicle
appeal (27%), which includes performance, design, comfort and features; ownership costs (25%), which
includes fuel consumption, insurance and cost of service/repairs; vehicle quality and reliability (24%); and
service satisfaction (23%).
“With nearly 10 million light vehicles sold in Germany during the past three years, the German market
remains among the top 10 largest vehicle markets in the world. As a result, it’s vital for automakers to
understand the most important factors that are driving vehicle owners’ choice of vehicle,” said Dr. Axel
Sprenger, head of European operations for J.D. Power. “Both manufacturers’ engineering and marketing
departments and dealers may want to pay special attention to these Voice of the Customer insights to help
shape their vehicle development and promotion messages as well as to improve customer loyalty.”
STUDY RANKINGS
Porsche ranks highest in 2014 with a score of 835 on a 1,000-point scale, performing particularly well in
quality and reliability and vehicle appeal. Toyota and Volvo rank second in a tie (818 each), followed by
Mercedes-Benz (811).
Among the nine model-level segment awards, Toyota and Volkswagen both receive two awards, while Kia,
Mercedes-Benz, Opel, Seat and Volvo each receive one award.
The Toyota Avensis, which ranks highest in the mid-size segment, achieves the highest score among all
models in the study, with a score of 848.
KEY FINDINGS



The most common reason cited by vehicle owners in Germany for not returning to their selling
dealer is that the dealer is not conveniently located—owners purchase their vehicles where they
can get the best deal, which is not necessarily the dealership closest to their home.
The average number of dealership service visits made by vehicle owners decreases slightly to 1.7
per year, while visits to other service facilities increase to .9 per year. Thus, dealers are capturing
only 65% of the service visits from these vehicle owners.







Service satisfaction is below 600 points among vehicle owners who spend an average of 390 euros
on dealer service and an additional 202 euros on service at other facilities. Consequently, only 8
percent of these owners say they “definitely will” return for paid service.
The overall percentage of vehicle owners in Germany who use the Internet to shop for their vehicle
has increased to 72 percent in 2014, up from 70 percent in 2013, with the largest year-over-year
increase among owners who are 65 years and older (62% vs. 56%, respectively).
Although the majority (94%) of Internet shoppers in Germany continue to use traditional desktop
and laptop computers, the percentage has declined slightly from 2013 (96%), while the
percentages of shoppers who use smartphones (25% in 2014 vs. 22% in 2013) and tablet devices
(21% in 2014 vs. 14% in 2013) have increased year over year.
Nearly half (41%) of 18- to 24-year-old new-vehicle shoppers use their smartphone when shopping
for a vehicle via the Internet, compared with only 8 percent of those who are 65 years and older.

The 2014 Germany Vehicle Ownership Satisfaction Study is based on 18,288 online evaluations by vehicle
owners in Germany whose vehicles were originally registered new between January 2011 and December
2012. The survey was fielded in Germany from December 2013 through February 2014.
This annual J.D. Power study provides consumers with information to help them make purchase
decisions about vehicle models sold in Germany, and helps manufacturers understand the factors that
drive high levels of satisfaction among their customers. Additional study results are published exclusively
in the June issue of AUTO TEST, which will be on sale beginning on May 30, 2014.
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VOSS Manufacturer Index Ranking
(Based on a 1,000-point scale)
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NOTE: Some small-volume models are not included in the make averages.
Included in the study, but not ranked due to small sample size, are Alfa Romeo, Land Rover and Jaguar.
Source: J.D. Power 2014 Germany Vehicle Ownership Satisfaction StudySM (VOSS)
Charts and graphs extracted from this press release for use by the media must be accompanied by a statement identifying
J.D. Power as the publisher and the study from which it originated as the source. Rankings are based on numerical scores, and
not necessarily on statistical significance. No advertising or other promotional use can be made of the information in this release
or J.D. Power survey results without the express prior written consent of J.D. Power.
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Top Three Models per Segment
Overall VOSS
(Based on a 1,000-point scale)

City Car
Volkswagen Up!
Toyota Aygo
smart fortwo
Small
Toyota Yaris
Citroën DS3
Kia Rio
Compact
Seat Leon
Kia cee’d
Toyota Auris
Mid-Size
Toyota Avensis
Škoda Superb
Mercedes-Benz C-Class
Large and Luxury
Volvo V70/XC70
Mercedes-Benz E-Class
Audi A6/RS6/S6/allroad quattro

825

801
774

823
814
813

823

812
811

848

840
820

833
821

810

NOTE: For a segment award to be presented, there must be at least four models with sufficient sample that comprise 67 percent of
market sales within an award segment. No Sporty awards are presented due to insufficient market representation among rankable
models in the segment.

Source: J.D. Power 2014 Germany Vehicle Ownership Satisfaction Study SM(VOSS)
Charts and graphs extracted from this press release for use by the media must be accompanied by a statement identifying
J.D. Power as the publisher and the study from which it originated as the source. Rankings are based on numerical scores, and
not necessarily on statistical significance. No advertising or other promotional use can be made of the information in this release
or J.D. Power survey results without the express prior written consent of J.D. Power.
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Top Three Models per Segment
Overall VOSS
(Based on a 1,000-point scale)

Small MPV
Opel Meriva
Nissan Note
Citroёn C3 Picasso
MPV
Mercedes-Benz B-Class
Seat Altea/Freetrack/XL
Volkswagen Touran
Compact SUV
Kia Sportage
Mitsubishi ASX
Ford Kuga
Large SUV
Volkswagen Touareg
Porsche Cayenne
BMW X6

804
784
776

824
817
804
836
828

819
842
840
837

NOTE: For a segment award to be presented, there must be at least four models with sufficient sample that comprise 67 percent of
market sales within an award segment. No Sporty awards are presented due to insufficient market representation among rankable
models in the segment.
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Measures Contributing to Overall Vehicle Ownership Satisfaction

Vehicle Quality and Reliability
24%

Vehicle Appeal
27%

Problems experienced with the
vehicle across eight areas:

Satisfaction with the vehicle’s
performance, design, function
and styling across nine areas:

• Exterior
• The driving experience
• Features/Controls/Displays
• Audio/Entertainment/Navigation
• Seats
• Heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC)
• Interior
• Engine/Transmission

Ownership Costs
25%
• Fuel consumption
• Insurance
• Cost of service/repairs

• Vehicle exterior
• Vehicle interior
• Storage and space
• Audio/Entertainment
• Seats
• Heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC)
• Driving dynamics
• Engine/Transmission
• Visibility and driving safety

Service Satisfaction
23%
• Service initiation
• Service adviser
• Service facility
• Vehicle pick-up
• Service quality

Source: J.D. Power 2014 Germany Vehicle Ownership Satisfaction StudySM (VOSS)
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not necessarily on statistical significance. No advertising or other promotional use can be made of the information in this release
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